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Language and Scripts: The collection is in English.

Name of creator(s): Don Horter

Administrative/Biographical History:
Don Horter was a professional photographer and filmmaker in the Pacific Northwest and Alaska. Between 1945 and 1957, he did commercial photography and films for several Alaska-based companies and governmental agencies, including Alaska Freight Lines, Northern Consolidated Airlines, Pan American Airways, and Wien Airlines. He worked with pilot Ray Petersen and the National Park Service to popularize sport fishing in Alaska, primarily in Katmai National Park. His Alaskan films include Fish On (1948), Alaska (1952), Bulldog Convoy in the Arctic (1955), Wheels to the Arctic (1955), Alaska: our pioneer heritage (1956), and Angler’s Paradise (1959).

In 1959, Don and his son Eric started Don Horter Productions in Oregon. Horter died in 1971 in Eugene, Oregon.

Scope and Content Description:
The collection consists of 78 black-and-white negatives (2 ¼”, 4 x 5, 5 x 7), 450 color and black-and-white transparencies (2 ¼”, 4 x 5), 2 35mm slides, 2 black-and-white prints, and 48 color lantern slides of photographs taken by Don Horter in Alaska in the period circa 1947-1953.
Images primarily depict sport fishing and aviation, with smaller groupings on highway tourism and a Fourth of July celebration in Kodiak.

Arrangement: Arranged by format: 1. Negatives. 2. Transparencies. 3. 35mm slides. 4. Lantern slides. 5. Prints. Original order maintained within formats, see processing notes.

CONDITIONS GOVERNING ACCESS AND USE

Restrictions on Access: The collection is open for research use.

Physical Access: Original items in good condition. Light box may be used for transparencies.

Technical Access: No special equipment is needed to access the materials.

Conditions Governing Reproduction and Use:
The Anchorage Museum is the owner of the materials and makes available reproductions for research, publication, and other uses. Written permission must be obtained from the Anchorage Museum before any reproduction use. The Anchorage Museum does not necessarily hold copyright to all of the materials in the collections. In some cases, permission for use may require seeking additional authorization from the copyright owners.

Preferred Citation:
Don Horter Photographs, Anchorage Museum, B203.006

ADMINISTRATIVE INFORMATION

Acquisition and Appraisal Information
The collection was transferred to the Anchorage Museum from the Tochak Historical Society. THS had received the collection in from the Mespelt and Almasy Trust. It is possible that Margaret Mespelt came into possession of the collection during her tenure with the FAA in McGrath.

Processing Notes
Nine glass lantern slides were damaged in shipping to the Museum and were discarded. Several negatives and 4 prints were discarded due to condition. Many of the negatives and transparencies were contained in original boxes or envelopes; however, it became clear during processing that the contents of the containers did not match the labels. Container labeling is reproduced here with image numbers of items found therein for future research use:
“Alaska General, Jul 26 1948 Brooks River Falls, salmon leaping” [1.1-2; 2.1-10]
“Alaska ’50” [1.3-6; 2.11-15]
“Alaska (People) 1948 Elmendorf, Anchorage, the Hopkins, Larry” [2.16-26]
“Valdez Hi-way trip (Marion and Don Knudtson) Aug 28 1948” [2.27-38]
“Mt. ranges, glaciers & rivers 1948” [2.47-74]
“Rainy Pass, Lake Clark, Coville 1948” [2.75-85]
“Angling ’48” [1.8-20; 2.86-92]
“Angling ’48” [2.93-118]
“Alaska fishing” [2.119-130]
“Commercial fishing Brooks River (Naknek), Battle River, Dillingham” [1.21-41; 2.131-139]
“Juneau air views of city” [2.286-291]
“Juneau out salmon fishing” [2.292-299]
“Juneau, the Williams’ spot Tea Harbor Marg & Rod from the salmon grounds Herbert Glacier” [2.300-307]
“Yakutat no PNA one beach scene” [2.308-316]
“Alaska Coastal plane “Bellanca, Hermia and Rod Darnell, Hasselberg” [2.317-320]
“Brooks Lake” [2.321-326]
“Nome beach debris derelict boat scenes from breakwater” [2.327-333]
“Nome USSR&M” [2.334-339]
“Bethel at rain” [2.340-347]
“Bethel hospital” [2.348-351]
“Bethel harbormaster” [2.352-357]
“Nenana” [2.358-365]
“Oscarville, Eek, Bethel” [2.366-369]
“Nunapatchuk” [2.370-374]
“Sleitmute” [2.375-383]
“Sleitmute” [2.384-387]
“Kodiak-view of town & harbor” [2.388]
“Alaska ’48 Valdez” [2.389-406]
“Miners @ mining camp” [2.431-435]
“June 28, 29, 30” [2.436-444]
“13 Kodachrome positives used for Alaska Travel Night Poster (Feb 6th)” [1.43-48; 2.445-450]
“Alaska-July ’48 Anchorage, the Petersen kids, Fire Lake Lodge, Eklutna Dam, Looking Knik River” [empty]
“Honey Hopkins (Marion), Talshulnitna & Judd Lake, Lunch at Inlet, Marion Bud & nephew, Marion with trout (upper Tal)” [empty]

Separated materials
Glass lantern slides (B4) shelved with other glass photographic materials.

RELATED MATERIALS
B1969.034 CIHS Cole (.6)
B1985.027 Wien Collection
B2011.016 This is Alaska Film
B2011.017 This is Alaska Film
SUBJECTS
Petersen, Ray I., 1912-2008
Northern Consolidated Airlines
Alaska Railroad
Kougarok Railroad
Alaska Airlines
New York-Alaska Gold Dredging Corporation
Kennecott Copper Corporation
Cordova Airlines
Northwest Airlines, inc.
Grenold Collins Charter Airplane Service
Reeve Aleutian Airways
Al Jones Airways
United States Smelting, Refining, and Mining Company
Fishing—Alaska
Mines and mining—Alaska
Railroads—Alaska
Roads—Alaska
Airplanes—Alaska
Glaciers—Alaska
Katmai National Park and Preserve (Alaska)
Kennicott (Alaska)
McCarthy (Alaska)
Bethel (Alaska)
Kodiak (Alaska)
Fairbanks (Alaska)
Ester (Alaska)
Unalakleet (Alaska)
Naknek (Alaska)
Sitka (Alaska)
Juneau (Alaska)
Anchorage (Alaska)
Nulato (Alaska)
Valdez (Alaska)
Aniak (Alaska)
King Salmon (Alaska)
Nunapitchuk (Alaska)
Chitina (Alaska)
Nome (Alaska)
Eek (Alaska)
Oscarville (Alaska)
Sleetmute (Alaska)
Richardson Highway (Alaska)
Glenn Highway (Alaska)

Detailed Description of the Collection

B1

Series 1: Negatives
1.1 – 200-17 [man holding rifle outside cabin, two bear skins on wall; McCarthy?]
1.2 – 200-45 [similar to 1.1]
1.3 – [group in umiak or long boat with outboard motor]
1.4 – [tents on beach]
1.5 – [dredge]
1.6 – [dredge]
1.7 – [two men in boat filled with fish, fish wheel in background]
1.8 – [log cabin]
1.9 – [man holding string of fish]
1.10 – [man holding bottles, fish on boards at his feet, airplane behind]
1.11 – [men stand on beach holding catches, one at cleaning table on right]
1.12 – [man fishing]
1.13 – [men fishing in river]
1.14 – [men fishing in river]
1.15 – [men fishing in river]
1.16 – [men fishing in river]
1.17 – [lake]
1.18 – [woman standing next to river running past gravel road next to tripod structure, automobile behind; Keystone Canyon, cf. 2.37, 2.122]
1.19 – [woman on glacier]
1.20 – [similar to 1.19]
1.21 – 200-1 [railroad motorcar, Kennecott]
1.22 – 200-3 [railroad motorcar, Kennecott]
1.23 – 200-4 [man standing next to rail cars at Kennecott, mine buildings on right, jeep at left]
1.24 – 200-6 [mine complex at Kennecott]
1.25 – 200-7 [group gathered on railroad platform area at Kennecott, mine buildings at left]
1.26 – 200-8 [Kennecott mine tailings]
1.27 – 200-9 [group seated at Kennecott railroad depot, mine buildings visible behind]
1.28 – 200-14 [Cordova Airlines Douglas DC-3 N25669 unloading passengers, jeep at left; negative torn]
1.29 – 200-15 [valley with bridge, probably McCarthy Road over Copper River]
1.30 – 200-19 [vintage automobile, McCarthy?]
1.31 – 200-21 [Kennecott mine tailings]
1.32 – 200-22 [Kennecott mine tailings, buildings in foreground]
1.33 – 200-24 [boiler? Kennecott?]
1.34 – 200-25 [Kennecott mine complex]
1.35 – 200-27 [woman in vintage automobile next to long cabin; McCarthy?]
1.36 – 200-28 [Kennecott mine complex]
1.37 – 200-35 [man next to railroad motorcar, Kennecott]
1.38 – 200-36 [Kennecott mine tailings]
1.39 – 200-37 [group next to wooden building at Kennecott, with railroad motorcars and jeep]
1.40 – 200-41 [Kennecott mine tailings]
1.41 – 200-44 [pilots in airplane cockpit; Cordova Airlines?]
1.42 – 200-13 [woman in vintage automobile, log cabin, Cordova Airlines airplane in background; McCarthy?]
1.43 – 200-2 [women sitting on railroad tracks at Kennecott, one holding parasol, railroad motorcars and buildings behind]
1.44 – 200-10 [Jeeps stopped on bridge, passengers standing along guardrails; Miles Glacier Bridge?]
1.45 – 200-18 [building interior; Kennecott?]
1.46 – 200-3[1?] [group crossing footbridge, Kennecott]
1.47 – 200-33 [people crossing plank over stream? Kennecott?]
1.48 – 200-34 [people on tracks next to railroad motorcar, jeep at left; Kennecott?]
1.49 – [rendering of a Consolidated Airlines Safari airplane; has prints]
1.50 – [same as 1.49]
1.51 – 200-5 [The Golden, McCarthy]
1.52 – 200-12 [group gathered around man talking; Kennecott Mine tour?]
1.53 – 200-16 [interior, Alaska Steamship Co. 1932 Sailing Schedule on wall; Kennecott?]
1.54 – 200-23 [man near bookshelves; Kennecott?]
1.55 – 200-26 [man in machine shop at Kennecott]
1.56 – 200-29 [man outdoors, somewhere near Kennecott?]
1.57 – 200-30 [group in bar, McCarthy?]
1.59 – 200-32 [group dining at table; McCarthy?]
1.60 – 200-39 [woman cooking at stove; McCarthy?]
1.61 – 200-42 [vehicles stopped on bridge, bulldozer?; Miles Glacier Bridge?]
1.62 – 200-43 [women washing in tubs, box of Borene, Northern Pacific Railway map on wall; McCarthy?]
1.63 – [200 series? bridge over Copper River on McCarthy Road]
1.64 – [airplanes and crewmen in Northern Consolidated Airlines hangar]
1.65 – [airplanes and crewmen outside The Hub, “Charter Repairs Service Fishing”]
1.66 – [fish in tree]
1.67 – [fish]
1.68 – [man next to floatplane on beach, NC79905]
1.69 – [foliage around lake, mountains in distance]
1.70 – [fish jumping]
1.71 – [Alaska Natives launching boat from shore; AFN 2013 attendees identified the people as King Islanders]
1.72 – [Oscarville family; cf. .2.367. At AFN 2015, identified as Matthew and Natalia Steven with daughters Nastasia (left) and Martha (center) and baby Nicholai in mother’s arms]
1.73 – [Alaska Native elder smoking pipe, same man as in .2.9? 2013 AFN attendees identified location as Nome area; at AFN 2015, man identified as Mazianna from King Island]
1.74 – [Alaska Native elder woman wearing parka with fur ruff, seated outside house; at AFN 2014, identified as Ouminga of Diomede]
1.75 – [cache]
1.76 – [boat hold filled with fish]
1.77 – [scenic lake]
1.78 – [aerial, possibly glacier]

**Series 2: Transparencies**
2.1 – Salmon cannery in Alaska [Port Bailey]
2.2 – [ship Ring Splice]
2.3 – 21. Pilot and stewardess beside DC-3 at Homer [Alaska Airlines]
2.4 – [floatplanes on lake, two men on Cessna NC4301, US Army Air Forces tanker on shore; cf. 2.34]
2.5 – [man sitting in doorway of airplane]
2.6 – [floatplane landing/taking off; cf. .138]
2.7 – 23 [two Caucasian women holding pokes next to umiak on beach]
2.8 – 25. Eskimo family ride the makeshift Kaugorak [Kougarok] Railroad out into the tundra on the Seward Peninsula where they will pick berries
2.9 – Aged Eskimo carving ivory in his tent [carver sitting next to stack of crates, woman poking head out of tent in background, same man as .1.73?; 2013 AFN attendees identified location as Nome area; at AFN 2015, man tentatively identified as Iyahuk, date as 1950s]
2.10 – [Alaska Native baby]
2.11 – [dredge]
2.12 – [dredge]
2.13 – [man gold mining]
2.14 – [man gold mining]
2.15 – [group standing next to Pacific Overseas airplane; cf. .156]
2.16 – 27. Russian [Russian] burial ground at Nulato along the Yukon River [cf. .120]
2.17 – 26. Closeup of Worthington Glacier where it breaks off from ice cap
2.18 – 31 [wood-sided wagon on side of gravel road next to creek]
2.19 – [Alaska Natives next to Northern Consolidated Airlines airplane. AT AFN 2015, woman at left identified as Lillian Walker, woman second left tentatively identified as Hazel Walker]
2.20 – [ground crew works on Northern Consolidated Airlines airplane]
2.21 – [three hunters with moose antlers next to Northern Consolidated Airlines floatplane N18955, Noorduyn Norseman?]
2.22 – [salmon spawning]
2.23 – [similar to .22]
2.24 – [woman holding salmon]
2.25 – 12. Some rainbow beauties from Battle Lake, Katmai area of Western Alaska [airplane with Rainy Pass Lodge logo]
2.26 – [dog chained to post next to water bowl]
2.28 – 47. Alaska ’48 Kukaklek Lake real native rainbow
2.29 – 1. Richardson Highway in Alaska nearing Worthington Glacier
2.30 – 33, N1229 Wood River Lakes
2.31 – 15. Sunset on highway looking toward the Wrangell Range
2.32 – 13. Tanalian River, Lake Clark, Alaska [Rainy Pass Lodge’s amphibious airplane]
2.33 – 43 [group next to Northern Consolidated Airlines airplane, one woman with “Lillian” on jacket and U.S.N. pin, holding puppy; one woman holding doll; cf. .124, .157, .406]
2.34 – [floatplanes on lake, man and woman on Cessna NC4301, US Army Air Forces tanker on shore; cf. 2.4]
2.35 – [US Fish & Wildlife Service building on river bank next to dam; cf. .152]
2.36 – [Northern Consolidated Airlines floatplane next to fish camp]
2.37 – 3. 38 [woman stands next to tripod structure on side of gravel road; Keystone Canyon, cf. 1.18, 2.122]
2.38 – [salmon jumping]
2.39 – [Northern Consolidated Airlines floatplane taxiing past fish camp where man stands fishing]
2.40 – [people on tarmac next to Northwest Airlines NC95425]
2.41 – [similar to .40]
2.42 – 37 [aerial of mountains]
2.43 – [glacier]
2.44 – [similar to .43]
2.45 – [rushing water]
2.46 – [similar to .45]
2.47 – 8. Wrangell Mountains in Alaska
2.48 – 28. Aerial of Alaska Range with Mt. Redoubt in background
2.49 – 17. Aerial of Mt. Augustine, active volcano at the mouth of Cook Inlet
2.50 – [Alaska Range and Mt. Redoubt?]
2.51 – [valley with snow-covered mountain in distance]
2.52 – [river valley with snow-covered mountains]
2.53 – 18. View of meadows and mountains ringing Valdez
2.54 – [similar to .53]
2.55 – 13. View of mountains from hig[h]way
2.56 – 14. Hig[h]way between Anchorage and Palmer
2.57 – 30. Eklutna Valley, near Anchorage, site of huge power plant
2.58 – 11. At the summit of Richardson Highway called Thompson’s Pass
2.59 – 220. 3. Richardson Highway, Alaska, at summit of Thompson’s Pass
2.60 – 6. 12/15/52. Worthington Glacier, Alaska
2.61 – [glacier]
2.62 – 15 [glacier]
2.63 – [glacier]
2.64 – [glacier]
2.65 – [glacier]
2.66 – [glacier]
2.67 – [glacier]
2.68 – [glacier]
2.69 – [glacier]
2.70 – 5 [man and two women standing on gravel road next to lake, glaciated mountain in distance]
2.71 – 33 [lake ringed by mountains, Southcentral Alaska?]
2.72 – [floatplane on lake ringed by mountains, Southcentral Alaska? Cf. .132]
2.73 – [bird’s eye view of valley, lakes]
2.74 – 12 [gravel road with snow patches in higher elevations, possibly glacier]
2.75 – [man standing next to Rainy Pass Lodge airplane, string of fish on nose of plane]
2.76 – [Rainy Pass Lodge airplane, string of fish on nose of plane; cf. .134]
2.77 – [man fueling Cessna NC4301N]
2.78 – [two men next to airplane, possibly Cessna from .77]
2.79 – 20. Plane sitting on beach at Brooks River in the heart of the Katmai National Monument. Valley of 10,000 Smokes behind mountain [man sitting on floats, plane NC79912]
2.80 – [three men with possibly Grumman airplane bearing logo of US Fish & Wildlife Service, Dept. of the Interior, NC70??]
2.81 – Eskimo girls with cranberries [four girls kneeling on ground, each holding metal bowl, airplane visible in background; at AFN 2013, foods in bowls identified as cranberries, rosehips, and tuntarruaq]
2.82 – [rushing water]
2.83 – [rushing water]
2.84 – [salmon jumping]
2.85 – [salmon jumping]
2.86 – [two people in front of cabin, with oil barrels and sawhorses]
2.87 – [two people in river boat]
2.88 – [man fishing in river, Northern Consolidated airplane near jetty in background]
2.89 – [similar to .88]
2.90 – [man fishing in lake]
2.91 – [man fishing in river]
2.92 – [passengers inside airplane]
2.93 – 16. Woman angler casting into Battle Lake, near Katmai
2.94 – [man fishing, wearing tackle pack and red shirt and cap; cf. .217, .398, .422, .445]
2.95 – [same man as in .94]
2.96 – [distant view of same man as in .94, salmon swimming in foreground]
2.97 – [man in red shirt and tan vest fishing in lake]
2.98 – [same man as in .97]
2.99 – [man fishing in river]
2.100 – [men from .98 and .99 plus one other stand in river with rods]
2.101 – [two men sit in tall grass in beach with rods, man on right in .100]
2.102 – [man in .100 and .101 fishing from shore]
2.103 – [man on left in .101 fishing from shore]
2.104 – [three men fishing in lake]
2.105 – [man fishing in river]
2.106 – [two men fishing in river, two men on gravel shore with boat]
2.107 – [similar to .103]
2.108 – [three men fishing in river]
2.109 – [two men fishing in river]
2.110 – [man fishing in river, short waterfall or rapids behind]
2.111 – [group of men playing cards]
2.112 – [three people next to Cessna float plane NC4901N; blurry]
2.113 – 7. Proceeding along Alaska Highway [wood-sided wagon, termination dust on mountain]
2.114 – 9. On highway approaching Lake Eklutna, near Anchorage [man and two women next to wood-sided wagon]
2.115 – 30. Alaskan Highway [man and two women on gravel road, lake in distance]
2.116 – 14. 220. Alaskan Highway [woman and automobile on side of gravel road, houses on both sides of road]
2.117 – 4. Field of fireweed in Alaska with girl [cf. .149]
2.118 – [man and woman fishing from shore next to cabins]
2.119 – 87. Alaska, Ester Creek gold dredge showing buckets which dig down over sixty feet in the ground
2.120 – 96. Alaska, Nulato, Russian graveyard along the Yukon River [cf. .16]
2.121 – 105. Alaska, Aniak on the Kuskokwim, fertile native spot
2.122 – 128. Alaska, Keystone Canyon near Valdez, light and shadows [woman next to tripod structure on side of road; cf. 1.18, 2.37]
2.123 – 129. Alaska, Glen Highway near Copper Center [woman next to wood-sided wagon]
2.124 – [Caucasian pilot and three Alaska Natives stand on floats of Northern Consolidated Airlines airplane, woman holding puppy has “Lillian” and U.S.N. pin on her jacket, other woman holding a doll; cf. .33, .157, .406. At AFN 2015, woman holding puppy identified as Lillian Walker Murphy, woman holding doll tentatively identified as Hazel Walker]
2.125 – [Northern Consolidated Airlines DC-3 N21748 on tarmac, another airplane in background, man with luggage at left; cf. .137]
2.126 – [men refueling Cessna floatplane NC4301N, another float plane on gravel shore and a third pulling away]
2.127 – [man refueling Cessna NC4301N]
2.128 – [similar to .126]
2.129 – [men next to float planes on gravel beach, Noorduyn Norseman NC79912 and NC8527K]
2.130 – [crew on beach working on float plane NC13490]
2.131 – 2. Stream and mountains bordering Alaskan highway
2.132 – [float plane on lake ringed by snow-covered mountains; cf. .72]
2.133 – 28 [young Alaska Native child]
2.134 – [Rainy Pass Lodge airplane with string of fish on nose; cf. 76]
2.135 – [similar to .134]
2.136 – [Northern Consolidated Airlines hangar, airplanes shown include NC80781, Lockheed 10E NC18139, NC18481]
2.137 – [Northern Consolidated Airlines N21748 on tarmac unloading passengers, one crewman with tire, another rolling oil barrel, jeep at left, another plane in background; cf. .125]
2.138 – [float plane taking off/landing, signal light in water in foreground; cf. .6]
2.139 – [float planes along beach in front of water/fuel tank and buildings, including Sea Airmotive, two planes with named floats, “Curley” and “Andy,” one Aeronca Chief NC22365; cf. .169]
2.140 – 31. 220. Alaskan Highway [woman next to wood-sided wagon on gravel road]
2.141 – 20. 220. Highway scene in Alaska [woman next to wood-sided wagon on gravel road, glacier in background]
2.142 – [photographer/videographer with two men and one woman, Elmendorf Field]
2.143 – [videographer filming man and woman, Elmendorf Field]
2.144 – [similar to .143]
2.145 – [similar to .143]
2.146 – [woman from .142-145]
2.147 – [photographer/videographer posed with two men and one woman, Elmendorf Field]
2.148 – [man and woman from .142-.147]
2.149 – [woman in field of fireweed; cf. .117]
2.150 – [man and woman on roadside next to fireweed, camera on tripod, man holding light meter, wood-sided wagon in background]
2.151 – [portrait of man with airplanes in background]
2.152 – [group of men in front of U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service cabin; cf. .35]
2.153 – [two men and two women in front of wooden building, woman on left is same as “Lillian” .33, .124, .406; Bethel?]
2.154 – [Caucasian man and Alaska Native man in front of Northern Consolidated Airlines float plane NC18481; pilot identified as Bob Curtis, Alaska Native man as [blank] Andrew from Nunapitchuk]
2.155 – [passengers unloading from military truck at Quonset hut terminal building, includes same women as .33, .124, .157, .406]
2.156 – [group next to Pacific Overseas airplane; cf. .15]
2.157 – [“Lillian” and woman with doll next to airplane; cf. .33, .124, .155, .406]
2.158 – [four Alaska Native women on steps of wooden building, “Lillian” second from right; Bethel. At AFN 2015, woman at right identified as Hazel Walker, woman second right identified as Lillian Walker]
2.159 – [two men and two Alaska Native women on steps of wooden building, “Lillian” second from left; Bethel?]
2.160 – [man and woman at dinner table, wall calendar date possibly 1951]
2.161 – 5. Sunset on Alaskan Highway, looking toward the Wrangell
2.162 – 8. View from Richardson Highway looking over Copper River Valley toward the snow-covered Wrangell Range
2.163 – 23. Bush aircraft at King Salmon [line of airplanes at left, Quonset hut terminals at right with waiting passengers, planes include Grenold Collins Charter Airplane Service NC58832, Reeve Aleutian Airways NC95468, Al Jones Airways ?310M, and one unidentifiable]
2.164 – 21 [man standing on wooden bridge crossing grassy river]
2.165 – 25. Motel in Alaska [log lodge with sign “Nite Bell”]
2.166 – 34 [river, tripods along far shore; Keystone Canyon?]
2.167 – 35 [view of river valley with snow-capped mountains in distance]
2.168 – [Al Jones Airways Douglas C-47-DL NC1310M at King Salmon, oil barrels at right near waiting passengers, another plane in background]
2.169 – [similar to .139]
2.170 – [Northwest Airlines NC95425, four-prop]
2.171 – [man sitting on top of Northern Consolidated Airlines Lockheed Vega NC12288]
2.172 – [mountain valley in summer]
2.173 – [river valley with small glacier on mountain behind]
2.174 – [gravel bank in river with trees, mountains in distance]
2.175 – [salmon jumping]
2.176 – [rushing water]
2.177 – 1. Alaska, Heart of the Alaska Range [aerial]
2.179 – 15. Alaska, Chugach Mts. as you approach Anchorage from the south of east [aerial]
2.180 – 16. Alaska, Main street town of Kodiak [includes Bert’s Drug Store, City Market, Pajoman’s, Polar Bear Café]
2.182 – 32. Alaska, Juneau, Mendenhall Glacier with Auke Lake in foreground
2.183 – 33. Alaska, Juneau airport, Pan American DC 4 and Mendenhall Glacier [NC88946 and NC79012]
2.184 – 38. Alaska, Valdez, bay meadows and mountain ring
2.185 – 38. Alaska ’48, Chitina, Copper River & volcanic Mt. Wrangell
2.186 – 39. Alaska ’48 Valdez glacier silt-bed morain [sic]
2.188 – 40. Alaska, Anchorage, Merrill Field stop-look-listen airplane crossing sign
2.189 – 41. Alaska ’48 Kodiak, Shilikof [sic] Strait’s rare beauty [purse seiner Harmony]
2.190 – 42. Alaska ’48 Juneau small boat harbor
2.191 – 43. Alaska ’47 Weeks Field at Fairbanks note cloud [Northern Airways Lockheed Electra NC18955]
2.192 – Alaska, air view University of Alaska
2.193 – 46. Alaska, Kenai old Russian church
2.194 – 47. Alaska, aerial of Fairbanks on Chena Slough
2.195 – 62. Alaska, Battle River proud angler with typical rainbow [woman holding fish]
2.196 – 55. Alaska, Nunapitchuk Eskimo girls in fall parkas [at AFN 2015, woman holding baby identified as Mrs. Alexie Mochin]
2.197 – 59. Alaska, Nunapitchuk Eskimo “barraba” [barabara] built into ground to escape constant tundra winds
2.198 – 99. Alaska, Aniak on the Kuskokwim River, prelude to a day in berry patches [group of Alaska Natives in boat; at AFN 2013, an attendee not wanting to give a last name indicated that his father Frank had made the boat]
2.199 – 113. Alaska, Richardson Highway huge diesel truck at Thompson’s Pass [hanging glacier in background]
2.200 – 114. Alaska, Thompson’s Pass where the highway avoids glacier
2.201 – 117. Alaska, Sheep Mt. roadhouse on highway between Palmer & Eureka, good mountain sheep and grizzly country [cars outside log lodge]
2.202 – 118. Alaska, forests, river, mountains, and glacier from highway
2.203 – 120. Alaska, Chitina, Copper River and volcanic Mt. Wrangell [not same as .185]
2.204 – 122. Alaska, Chitina, Copper River from old R.R. bed
2.205 – 123. Alaska, Chitina en route to ghost mining town [woman standing on gravel road next to wood-sided wagon in mountainous area]
2.206 – 125. Alaska, Chitina main st. of deserted mining town [shows Olympia Poo, Room, pedestrians, and automobiles]
2.207 – 126. Alaska, Keystone Canyon near Valdez, Bridal Veil Falls [wood-sided wagon on gravel road]
2.209 – 131. Alaska, Copper Center Roadhouse famed for cuisine, comfort and hospitality
2.210 – 132. Alaska, Naknek, blue design [ship rigging?]
2.211 – Alaska ’47 Lake George Glacier air shot, area about ½ hr. flying time east of Palmer & Matanuska Valley
2.212 – Alaska ‘47 Ester F.E. gold field showing dredge & drag-line operations. Entire field is 100’ below normal ground
2.213 – Alaska ’47 Unalakleet Pat Smith, Alaska stewardess Anchorage-Nome flight
2.214 – Alaska ’48 Naknek, a canned salmon ad [woman holding doll and box of canned salmon, standing next to airplane NC495?]
2.215 – Alaska ’48 Valdez salmon spawning in stream
2.216 – No. 2 [man and woman at camp fire next to lake with dead tree; Katmai?]
2.217 – [man in red shirt and cap fishing in river; cf. .94, .398, .422, .445]
2.218 – [aerial of lake and mountains; Katmai?]
2.219 – [Kodiak town view, including trucks, Bert’s Drug Store, City Market, Fire Hall, The Club Liquor Store]
2.220 – [Kodiak town view, including trucks, City Market, Polar Bear Café, Kodiak Cleaners, Casino Bar & Grill]
2.221 – [dock with people, ship Oregon Wolf, watching motor boat race? Kodiak?]
2.222 – [motor boat race?]
2.223 – [motor boat race?]
2.224 – [pier filled with spectators, boats at dock include Sea Pride II and Oregon Wolf, many sailors in crowd, town buildings rise at left]
2.225 – [similar to .224]
2.226 – [Standard Marine Products building with oil tanks, barrels; Kodiak?]
2.227 – [view of town along river with piers, buildings, boats on beach; Kodiak Island?]
2.228 – [oil terminal with tanks, dock; same as in .226? Kodiak?]
2.229 – [house on low bluff over water; Kodiak?]
2.230 – [view of town along water, cannery building right foreground; Kodiak?]
2.231 – [view overlooking town on water; Kodiak?]
2.232 – [communications station with five towers, building; Eklutna Flats CAA installation]
2.233 – [Kodiak, crowd of spectators in street near City Market]
2.234 – [Kodiak, crowd gathered in street near Casino Bar & Grill]
2.235 – [similar to .233]
2.236 – [kids eating ice cream next to Bank of Kodiak on Fourth of July]
2.237 – [soldier and man in suit, possibly buying tickets, Kodiak Fourth of July]
2.238 – [kids in street next to Bank of Kodiak on Fourth of July]
2.239 – [woman handing out ice cream to kids next to Bank of Kodiak on Fourth of July]
2.240 – [crowd next to ticket booth, Kodiak Fourth of July]
2.241 – [crowd at booth, Kodiak Fourth of July]
2.242 – [start of children’s race? Bank of Kodiak in background, Kodiak Fourth of July]
2.243 – [similar to .242]
2.244 – [similar to .242]
2.245 – [similar to .242]
2.246 – [sign for raffle booth, Kodiak Fourth of July]
2.247 – [dragline equipment?]
2.248 – [Kodiak, town view showing Polar Bear Café, Kodiak Cleaners, Casino Bar & Grill]
2.249 – [buildings along waterfront; Kodiak?]
2.250 – [similar to .249]
2.251 – [town view including houses, automobiles, clothesline; Kodiak?]
2.252 – [town view including houses, businesses; Kodiak?]
2.253 – [dirt road in town with automobile, buildings, Catholic church; Kodiak?]
2.254 – [town view with water in distance, Catholic church on left; Kodiak?]
2.255 – [Kodiak, Catholic church on left, Orthodox church in center, looking towards water]
2.256 – [similar to .255]
2.257 – [Kodiak, bird’s eye view of town, Orthodox church distant on right, Catholic church on left]
2.258 – [Kodiak street view, with automobiles, Bank of Kodiak, The Club Liquor Store]
2.259 – [town view; Kodiak?]
2.261 – [Kodiak street view, with The Club Liquor Store and Bank of Kodiak]
2.262 – [boats at pier, including B.C. Producer; Kodiak?]
2.263 – [dock with oil barrels, lumber, boats including Skippy; Kodiak?]
2.264 – [similar to .263]
2.265 – [view of dock, boats, buildings along channel; Kodiak?]
2.266 – [similar to .265]
2.267 – [motor boats in channel; Kodiak?]
2.268 – [motor boat in channel; Kodiak?]
2.269 – [motor boat in channel; Kodiak?]
2.270 – [group picnicking next to river rapids]
2.271 – [woman fishing in river]
2.272 – [two men at camp fire on gravel beach]
2.273 – [man fishing in river]
2.274 – [two men fishing from gravel beach; cf. .272]
2.275 – [Seabee in channel; Kodiak?]
2.276 – [Seabee in channel; Kodiak?]
2.277 – [Seabee near docks; Kodiak?]
2.278 – [spectators on dock watching Seabee; Kodiak?]
2.279 – [U.S. Fish & Wildlife Grumman Goose at airfield]
2.280 – [similar to .279]
2.281 – [similar to .279]
2.282 – [similar to .279]
2.283 – [Seabee NC6285K on beach; Kodiak?]
2.284 – [aerial of mountain range]
2.285 – [dam]
2.286 – Juneau – air views of city
2.287 – Juneau – air views of city
2.288 – Juneau – air views of city
2.289 – Juneau – air views of city
2.290 – Juneau – air views of city
2.291 – Juneau – air views of city
2.292 – Juneau, out salmon fishing with Marg & Rod [man and woman fishing from boat]
2.293 – Juneau, out salmon fishing with Marg & Rod [man and woman fishing from boat]
2.294 – Juneau, out salmon fishing with Marg & Rod [scenery]
2.295 – Juneau, out salmon fishing with Marg & Rod [man and woman in boat in foreground, fishing boat passing]
2.296 – Juneau, out salmon fishing with Marg & Rod [fishing boat]
2.297 – Juneau, out salmon fishing with Marg & Rod [fishing boats]
2.298 – Juneau, out salmon fishing with Marg & Rod [scenery]
2.299 – Juneau, out salmon fishing with Marg & Rod [scenery]
2.300 – Juneau, the Williams’ spot, Tea Harbor, Marg & Rod [Marg & Rod in boat]
2.301 – Juneau, the Williams’ spot, Tea Harbor, Marg & Rod [Marg & Rod in boat]
2.302 – Juneau, the Williams’ spot, Tea Harbor, Marg & Rod [table and chairs in yard]
2.303 – Juneau, the Williams’ spot, Tea Harbor, Marg & Rod [people pushing out canoe, other boats at anchor]
2.304 – [similar to .303]
2.305 – [similar to .303]
2.306 – From the salmon grounds, Herbert Glacier
2.307 – [similar to .306]
2.308 – Yakutat via PNA [aerial]
2.309 – Yakutat via PNA [aerial]
2.310 – Yakutat via PNA [aerial]
2.311 – Yakutat via PNA [aerial]
2.312 – Yakutat via PNA [aerial]
2.313 – Yakutat via PNA [aerial]
2.314 – Yakutat via PNA [aerial]
2.315 – Yakutat via PNA [aerial]
2.316 – Yakutat via PNA [aerial]
2.317 – Alaska Coastal plane “Bellanca,” Hermia and Rod Darnell, Hasselberg [NC196N at Juneau dock, showing A-J Mine]
2.318 – Alaska Coastal plane “Bellanca,” Hermia and Rod Darnell, Hasselberg [three people next to plane on small dock]
2.319 – [similar to .318]
2.320 – [similar to .318]
2.321 – Brooks Lake, Leonard & Bud [two men fishing in lake]
2.322 – [similar to .321]
2.323 – [similar to .321]
2.324 – [similar to .321, double exposure]
2.325 – Brooks Lake, Leonard & Bud [man with fishing gear outside log lodge with wooden chairs and flagpole]
2.326 – Brooks Lake, Leonard & Bud [man next to log cabin]
2.327 – Nome Kaukaurog R.R. [Kougarok Railroad; group next to railcars]
2.328 – Nome, beach debris, derelict boat, scenes from breakwater
2.329 – Nome, beach debris, derelict boat, scenes from breakwater [U.S. Engineer Dept. boat Carpenter]
2.330 – Nome, beach debris, derelict boat, scenes from breakwater [view of town from breakwater]
2.331 – Nome, beach debris, derelict boat, scenes from breakwater [view of town]
2.332 – Nome, beach debris, derelict boat, scenes from breakwater
2.333 – Nome, beach debris, derelict boat, scenes from breakwater
2.334 – Nome, U.S.S.R. & M. gold dredge
2.335 – [similar to .334]
2.336 – [similar to .334]
2.337 – [similar to .334]
2.338 – [similar to .334]
2.339 – [similar to .334]
2.340 – Bethel, at rain-swept airport [passengers boarding DC-3 NC95460]
2.341 – [similar to .340]
2.342 – [similar to .340, closeup]
2.343 – Bethel, at rain-swept airport [plane with nose art Tundra Clipper, Bethel, Alaska]
2.344 – Bethel, at rain-swept airport [three airplanes on tarmac]
2.345 – [similar to .344]
2.346 – Bethel, at rain-swept airport [Seabee and larger plane on tarmac]
2.347 – [similar to .346]
2.348 – Bethel, Chevron air sock [two airplanes including NC10860]
2.349 – Bethel, hospital
2.350 – [similar to .349]
2.351 – Bethel [distant view of town along water]
2.352 – Sunsets at Bethel
2.353 – Bethel, Gene Snow’s “harbormasters” [barge Star No. 9]
2.354 – [similar to .353]
2.355 – [similar to .353]
2.356 – Bethel, Gene Snow’s “harbormasters” [barge at dock with fishing boat]
2.357 – [similar to .356]
2.358 – Nenana, NCA Seebee [sic] & Peterson [Ray Petersen with Seabee]
2.359 – Nenana, Pedro Dome [aerial]
2.360 – [similar to .359]
2.361 – [similar to .359]
2.362 – Nenana, foliage on Wolf Creek Rd.
2.363 – [similar to .362]
2.364 – [similar to .362]
2.365 – [similar to .362]
2.366 – Eek Native girl [at AFN 2015, identified as Joan Green McIntyre]
2.367 – Oscarville Native family [cf. .1.72]
2.368 – Bethel Roadhouse [entrance at right has sign “Ray Petersen Flying Service,“ truck parked in front says “MacDonald’s Roadhouse, Bethel Alaska”]
2.369 – Riverboat at Bethel
2.370 – Nunapatchuk - very primitive Eskimo cache [family next to cache at Nunapitchuk. At AFN 2016, identified as Nicholai Berlin’s fish cache, 1950s]
2.371 – Nunapitchuk [group of kids at Nunapitchuk. At AFN 2016, boy third from left identified as Toopelook, boy fourth from left as Anders]
2.372 – Oscarville, Pete and SeeBee [Ray Petersen? in SeaBee, Alaska Native elder holding suitcase. At AFN 2015, Alaska Native man identified as Willie Jones]
2.373 – Oscarville [Alaska Native man from .372; at AFN 2014, man identified as store manager in Oscarville; at AFN 2015, man identified as Mr. Stevens of Napaskiak. Same as B2014.016.1939]
2.374 – [similar to .373]
2.375 – Sleitmute, Wallace Langley, Nick & Verne Mayfield [two men outside log building in Sleemute]
2.376 – Sleitmute [scenery of lake and mountains, near Sleemute?]
2.377 – [similar to .376]
2.379 – Sleitmute [Kodiak, harbor view with boat at dry dock]
2.380 – [similar to .379]
2.381 – Sleitmute [Kodiak, view of harbor]
2.382 – [similar to .381]
2.383 – [similar to .381]
2.384 – Standard Oil plant at Sleitmute [Sleemute]
2.385 – Outhouse at Sleitmute [Sleemute]
2.386 – Outhouse at Sleitmute [Sleemute]
2.387 – Seabee on beach at Sleemut [NCA SeaBee, possibly Ray Petersen standing at tail, two men on low bluff, one sitting on cargo, near Sleemute]
2.388 – Kodiak, view of town & harbor
2.389 – Alaska ’48 Valdez-Highway Trip with Marion & Don Knudsen [woman next to small lake]
2.390 – [angler next to small lake]
2.391 – [three anglers outside cabin in rain]
2.392 – [similar to .391]
2.393 – [portrait of one of the anglers from .391-.392]
2.394 – [group playing cards in cabin, calendar on wall dated 1950?]
2.395 – [group playing cards in cabin, flyer on wall for “Greater Anchorage Fish Derby”]
2.396 – [man eating turkey leg]
2.397 – [two men fishing in lake]
2.398 – [man with red shirt and red cap fishing in lake; cf. .94; .217, .422, .445]
2.399 – [sunset]
2.400 – 1. Alaska Highway with Ford car [woman next to wood-sided wagon]
2.401 – 22. Angler fishing the Pilgrim River near Nome
2.402 – 113. Alaska, Richardson Highway, picturesque Willow Lake [wood-sided wagon on gravel road, Mt. McKinley in distance]
2.403 – 115. Alaska, Eklutna Lake near Anchorage [two women on gravel road]
2.404 – 48. Alaska, Naknek, four Eskimo cannery girls awaiting air transportation to take them to village [airplane tail number NC75142; at AFN 2014, woman at left identified as Ruby Demantle of Tuluksak]
2.405 – 49. Alaska, Naknek, Eskimo boy and girl and friends awaiting air transportation to take them home [at AFN 2013, man partially visible at left tentatively identified as Ralph Angasan; photographer’s location disputed, AFN attendees suggested King Salmon]
2.406 – 53. Alaska, Bethel, Eskimo girls and Alaskan bush pilot [includes “Lillian” and woman with doll; cf. .33, .124, .153, .155-.159; at AFN 2013, pilot tentatively identified as Bob Curtis. At AFN 2015, woman at left identified as Hazel Walker, woman at right as Lillian Walker Murphy]
2.408 – [Northern Consolidated Airlines floatplane on lake]
2.409 – [cabin on lake, angler on beach]
2.410 – [cabins on lake shore, angler on beach, boat, Northern Consolidated floatplane; cf. 409]
2.411 – [cabins on lake, man on small dock, woman on beach; cf. 410]
2.412 – 92. Alaska, Galena, principal CAA Yukon River field [aerial of airfield]
2.413 – [man fishing in river]
2.414 – [woman fishing in river]
2.415 – [man and woman cooking fish over camp fire, floatplane in background]
2.416 – [similar to .415]
2.417 – [angler in river, fish on line]
2.418 – [group of anglers on or near beach at lake]
2.419 – [anglers fishing in river]
2.420 – [anglers fishing in river]
2.421 – [anglers fishing in river]
2.422 – [angler with red shirt and cap; cf. .94, .217, .398, .445]
2.423 – [angler fishing from boat, fish on line]
2.424 – [man and woman on plane floats, woman holds string of fish as man casts line]
2.425 – [man fishing in river, wearing red shirt, vest, and knitted cap with feather]
2.426 – [three men in front of bay window outside wood-frame building]
2.427 – [three men taking a break from fishing on a grassy lake shore]
2.428 – [three men on gravel beach, two reclining, one washing fish]
2.429 – [cook in kitchen]
2.430 – [aerial of mountain range]
2.431 – Miners at mining camp, location unknown [complex of small buildings, oil barrels, bulldozer]
2.432 – Miners at mining camp, location unknown [four men and one woman standing in front of bulldozer]
2.433 – Miners at mining camp, location unknown [two men and one woman in front of shack]
2.434 – [woman and two men in fishing gear standing in tall grass]
2.435 – [four men in fishing gear stand on gravel in front of SeaBee NC6286K]
2.436 – Alaska ’48 June 28, 29, 30 with Bud Branham [three men next to Rainy Pass Lodge airplane]
2.437 – [aerial of scenery]
2.438 – [aerial of shoreline]
2.439 – [similar to .438]
2.440 – [similar to .438]
2.441 – [similar to .440]
2.442 – [similar to .440]
2.443 – [aerial of shoreline]
2.444 – [aerial of river]
2.445 – [man in red shirt and red cap fishing in lake; cf. .94, .217, .398, .422]
2.446 – [man standing in water next to fish camp]
2.447 – [anglers in river]
2.448 – [similar to .447]
2.449 – [man fishing in river, rapids behind]
2.450 – [men fishing from gravel beach]

B3
Series 3: 35mm slides
3.1 – [man in hip waders fishing in river]
3.2 – Nunapitchuk [woman and child in fur parkas next to log cabin]

Series 5: Prints
5.1 – [rendering of a Consolidated Airlines Safari airplane; has negative 1.49]
5.2 – same as .1

B4
Series 4: Lantern slides
4.1 – Alaska ’47 NCA SeaBee at Weeks Field [Republic RC-3 Seabee]
4.2 – Alaska ’47 Clouds over Weeks Field [crew working on airplane N91015, Stinson Reliant?; other airplanes and hangars in distance]
4.3 – Alaska ’47 Fairbanks looking down street toward bridge [includes Gordon’s, Fire Dept., The Fashion Mark]
4.4 – Alaska ’47 Fairbanks Alaska Railroads Diesel 1000 [locomotive on track]
4.5 – Alaska ’47 Fairbanks first engine of the Alaska Railroad
4.6 – Alaska ’47 Fairbanks Northern Commercial Company
4.7 – Alaska ’47 Ester F.E. gold dredge #10 & dragline. Note pond which dredge creates & on which it floats
4.8 – Alaska ’47 Unalakleet stop-off on Bering Sea [passengers next to Alaska Airlines DC-3 NC91007]
4.9 – Alaska ’47 Unalakleet airplane passengers question & photograph Native Eskimo [same flight as 4.8]
4.10 – Alaska ’47 Unalakleet Eskimos meet every plane which lands at this Bering Sea stop [three young boys carrying cargo]
4.11 – Alaska ’47 Tea Harbor boat harbor about 20 miles from Juneau [boats at anchor, buildings on shore; image mounted upside down]
4.12 – Alaska ’47 Sitka Pioneer Home from dock
4.13 – Alaska ’47 Sitka view of town across bay [Pioneer Home, St. Michael the Archangel Cathedral, storage company, docks]
4.14 – Alaska ’47 Sitka docks & Pioneer Home from Japonski Island
4.15 – Alaska ’47 Sitka old Russian church [St. Michael the Archangel Cathedral]
4.16 – Alaska ’47 Anchorage Alaska R.R. diesel engine at roundhouse
4.17 – Alaska ’47 Lake George Glacier air shot, area about ½ hr. flying time east of Palmer & Matanuska Valley
4.18 – Alaska ’47 Lake George Glacier air shot, area about ½ hr. flying time east of Palmer & Matanuska Valley [not same as 4.17]
4.19 – Alaska ’48 – Glen Highway, Sheep Mt. & dry river bed
4.20 – Alaska ’48 Fairbanks Weeks Field NCA hangers [sic] [several airplanes in front of hangar, including NC80781, Lockheed 10 Electra NC18139, Stinson Reliant NC18481]
4.21 – Alaska ’48 Coville Lake green harmony [aerial]
4.22 – Alaska ’48 Lake Clark Pass Finger Glacier [aerial]
4.23 – Alaska ’48 Kulik Lake cradled by mountains
4.24 – Alaska ’48 Brooks, NCA’s Stinson [float plane NC8527K sits on lake]
4.25 – Alaska ’48 Ruby loading NCA Gullwing Stinson, Phil McDonald, pilot [men and boys next to airplane, with cargo on ground and automobiles in background]
4.26 – Alaska ’48 Nyac looking toward mess hall [buildings and automobile]
4.27 – Alaska ’48 Nyac water conduit for hydroelectric plant
4.28 – Alaska ’48 Nyac repairing Electra flat tire [crewmen with truck next to Northern Consolidated Airlines Lockheed]
4.29 – Alaska ’48 Nyac machine shop for gold mine
4.30 – Alaska ’48 Nyac hydroelectric plant for gold dredge
4.31 – Alaska ’48 Pilgrim River bridge across Nome River [Kougarok Railroad bridge]
4.32 – Alaska ’48 Pilgrim Creek fuel & Eskimo train [man next to two railcars of Kougarok Railroad, one carrying oil barrels]
4.33 – Alaska ’48 Pilgrim River heavy traffic on bridge [three railcars of Kougarok Railroad, one with name Atchison Topeka & Santa Fe, on bridge over Nome River]
4.34 – Alaska ’48 Pilgrim Creek traffic jam on Kaukorog R.R. [group standing on tracks with three railcars of Kougarok Railroad]
4.35 – Alaska ’48 Pilgrim River switches & congestion [two trains of Kougarok Railroad at switch, crewman walking to switch rail, workers in cars]
4.36 – Alaska ’48 Pilgrim River road const. cars on Kaukorog R.R. [people next to two cars on overgrown track of Kougarok Railroad, wheels and axles on ground, building in background]
4.37 – Alaska ’48 Pilgrim Creek the Atcheson, Topeka & Santa Fe at rest [three people on tracks next to railcar of Kougarok Railroad]
4.38 – Alaska ’48 Pilgrim River native sled dogs atop drums [on Kougarok Railroad]
4.39 – Alaska ’48 Pilgrim River Hazel studies bait-casting outfit [woman with fishing rod standing behind truck]
4.40 – Alaska ’48 Pilgrim Creek when sandwiches beat squab [man and two women on tracks next to Atchison Topeka & Santa Fe railcar of Kougarok Railroad]
4.41 – Alaska ’48 Pilgrim River Siefert’s camp on Pilgrim River [man walking between homestead or lodge buildings]
4.42 – Alaska ’48 Pilgrim River girls rigging in front of camp [two female anglers with rods in front of Siefert’s camp]
4.43 – Alaska ’48 Pilgrim River Pat & Edie coffeeing at camp [female anglers drinking coffee at Siefert’s camp]
4.44 – Alaska ’48 Pilgrim River Edie Cole enjoys Bob’s quip [woman in head scarf and raincoat]
4.45 – Alaska ’48 Pilgrim River at camp table with swollen eyes [man seated indoors]
4.46 – Alaska ’48 Pilgrim River Grant leaving river at Iron Creek [fisherman walking down grassy river bank]
4.47 – Alaska ’48 Pilgrim River parka squirrel
4.48 – Alaska ’48 Pilgrim River parka squirrel [not same as 4.47]

Guide updated: September 7, 2018